Frs. Leonard & Flanagan "Men Of The Year"
Rev. William J. Leonard, S.J., and Rev. Joseph F. X. Flanagan, S.J., have
been chosen Heights' Men of the Year by the Heights' Senior Advisory Board.
Fr. Leonard is Chairman of the ing leadership to offer a broadened elective program and a
graduate program in the Philosophy of Religion which has attracted top caliber graduate students
last summer and since that time from across the country.
have made remarkable progress Both departments have sponin improving the personnel and sored lectures on current theologielective offerings in each of these cal and philosophical problems by
departments.
significant contemporary thinkers
In the Theology Department, such as Michael Novak, Henri dc
Fr. Leonard rapidly assembled Lubac, Bernard Haring and Haran interesting elective program vey Cox.
for the second semester of this Fr. Leonard, a former moderayear and for next has added tor of the Heights, received his
new faculty members to further Bachelor's and Master's degrees
enhance an impressive selection from Boston College and a Licenof courses.
tiate in Sacred Theology from
In the Philosophy Department, Weston College. He served as a
Fr. Flanagan has provided excit- peritus at the Vatican Council
Theology Department and Fr.
Flanagan is Chairman of the Philosophy Department. Both were
appointed to their position late

Rev. Joseph Flanagan, S.J.

and has served on several national liturgical committees.
Fr. Flanagan, also received his
Bachelor's and Master's degrees
from BC, and his Licentiate in
Sacred Theology from Weston College. He will be awarded a Ph.D.
in June from Fordham.
In making the award at the
Heights Banquet, May 12, the Senior Advisory Board congratulated
both Fr. Leonard and Fr. Flanagan for their almost singlehanded
rejuvenation of their respective
departments, their openness towards students and their sincere
and honest attempt to make Boston College reflect and evidence
an understanding and a commitment to the spirit of Vatican 11.

Rev. William Leonard, S.J.
\u25a0
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Cries For "Caution, Care "
Stop Social Commission
Echoing a common plea for care and systematic deliberation, the Gold Key,
the Knights of Columbus and the Council of Resident Men have successfully blocked any .possibility of a formally-structured social commission being enacted for
next year.

Allison Macomber lectures to one of his fine arts classes in BC's makeshift studio in O'Connell Annex.

Students Will Exhibit Art
In Third Annual Display

The Third Annual Student Art Exhibition will be
held on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday May 24th to
26th in Brett Conference Room, of McElroy Commons.
The exhibition will be open to the public from 11 to 5.
Allison Macomber, Director of
the Boston College art exhibition,
said that the exhibits will include:
sculpture, oil paintings, drawings,
pastels and various etchings and
ceramics.
Students from all the schools of
the University have contributed a
diversity of works to the project.
Also, several nuns and wives of
faculty members have made additions to the works to be displayed.
Some of the featured works will
include: a terra-cotta figure
sculpted by Drew Mannister, a
senior in the school of Arts and
Sciences; a "lost wax" bronze'
piece of a figure viewing hell,
which is copied from Michaelangelo's painting on the ceiling of
the Sistine Chapel. This piece was
contributed by Senior Robert Lallamant of A&S.
Also included in the display are
a group of etchings by Riccardo
Villas, a bust of Mrs. Henry McMahon, the wife of the Assistant
Dean of A&S, chiseled by Mrs.

Frank Maynard, the wife of Dr.
Maynard, professor of physiology.
Finally, there are still lifes,
landscapes in oils and works of
abstract expressionism, which
complete the rather large repertoire of artwork for the exhibition.

In a joint resolution sent out hour and a half, and at the close
to all campus organizations, offi- of the meeting nothing was recers of the three groups stated solved except the need for more
that while they were not voicing meetings and more discussion.
opposition to the idea of a social Meanwhile, the three groups recommission, as a possibility for quested in their petition that the
the future, they felt that more Campus Council for the 1966-67
time was needed if such a struc- season set up a committee to
ture was going to be established study BC social climate in detail.
intelligently.
The resolution was sent out
Wednesday, after the Tuesday
meeting in Cushing 1. At that
meeting, members of a Campus
Council committee presented formally to officers of student organizations a forum for discussing the
By JEM O'REILLY
idea of a social commission, and
The
Dorm
Council has finalized
also passed out a structure indicating how one type of social proposals for the alternate meal
ticket system, and for the oncommission might operate on the campus
coffee house proposed
campus.
BC
next year.
for
Discussion at the meeting kept
In consultation with the staff
fluctuating between those who
wished to discuss whether there of SAGA, the Council's Food Comwas a need for any type of cen- mittee has worked out a pay-astral social commission at BC, and you-go option for those dorm stuthose who wanted to discuss the dents not choosing the flat-rate
tentative structure passed out to fee. At present, the $950 roomthem.
and board includes approximately
Discussion went nowhere for an $600 for board by the Council's

school who would conduct investigations during the first semester
and open hearings during the second, with an eye toward implementation in September 1967 "if
approved by the proper authorities."

Dorm Council Spells Prospects
On Food System, Coffee House

j

estimate.
Greater choices, more beverages, and better food is in the outlook for those on the present
rates. The Dorm Council has emphasized that the choice of plans
NEWS
Fr. Daniel Berrigan S.J., will speak tomorrow in Bapst Auditor- must be made before the end of
ium in a conference on race relations
Pg. 3. school; once committeed, the stuChrysler Corporation's Turbine Car will race around inside Ful- dent is on his chosen system for
ton Hall next week
Pg. 4. the semester.
The present flat-rate will reFEATURES
main; those opting pay-as-you-go
As I See It. This time Egger takes a look at the idea of a social
will purchase $105 meal tickets
commission for Boston College
Pg. 5. to be punched at Lyons
cafeteria.
The Heights Forum. Dennis McCarthy gets the Admissions OfPackage-deal meals, with no secfice to admit it all about the admission policy
Pg. 7.
onds allowed, will be served at
SPORTS
the present guest prices of the
It's refreshing to know how much "student" there is in the BC dining hall, an average $1.00 per
"student athlete"
Pg. 10. meal. (.75 breakfast, $1.00 lunch,
Tennis club competes in New England championships at UMASS $1.25 supper).
today and tomorrow
Pg. 12.
Those eating in Lyons will have

ATrohunedHeights
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The committee would be made

up of representatives frdtn each

much less of a choice than those
now on the SAGA system. The
pay-as-you-go plan is considered
by the Food Committee to be ec(Continued on Page Four)

Keppel Speaks
At Graduation
Francis Keppel, former Assistant Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, has been chosen to address the senior class at
commencement exercises on June
13th.
Keppel, a Harvard graduate,
has been connected with that university for many years, serving
at various times as Assistant
Dean* Assistant to the Provost,
and Dean of Faculty Education.
He has also done extensive
work for the government. Keppel
was Secretary of the Joint Army
and Navy Commission on Welfare
and Recreation from 1941 until
1944. More recently, he was
named United States Commissioner of Education, which led to his
promotion to Assistant Secretary
of HEW.
He resigned this post to accept
his current position as head of
Time Incorporated* latest educational project
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CAMPUS CLIPPINGS
The Present and The Future." It
will be shown Tuesday, May 17,
Mr. Peter Siragusa, Director of in Campion 1 at 4:15 p.m.
the Boston College Band, is looking for students who play musical
instruments and who might be
Guitar
interested in joining either the
Very
The
Rev. Michael P.
marching band or the concert
Walsh, S.J., will offer a guitar
band for next year.
Students interested should stop Mass of concelebration with Fr.
in at the band offive in Roberts Leonard, chairman of the TheolCenter any afternoon after 2 p.m. ogy Dept. Fr. Flanagan, chairfor information.
man of the Philosophy Dept., and
Fr. Devine, moderatorof the B.C.

Band Recruits

Mass

Poetry Contest
The annual Spirit Poetry Contest of the Catholic Poetry Society
is open to all undergraduates of
Boston College.
Submit poems to the Chairman
of the Department of English,
Carney 447; deadline is May 20.
A bronze medal is awarded for
the best poem submitted at BC.

"If Christ now came to earth, as
sure as I live, He would not atThe Mass will be held at Bapst tack the high priests and the like;
The final selection in the Fine at 12:00 Wed., May 18th.
He would focus His attention upon
Arts Department's series of films
The theme of Fr. Walsh's ser- the journalists."
will be "The City?ln The Past, mon will be the closing of the
Soren Kierkegaard
academic year.
BLOW THIS SUMMER AND
SAIL THE CARIBBEAN
Sodality.

Fine Arts Film

3 Harvard students plan to sail from
Miami to leeward islands via San Juan.
Urgently need 2 more crew members
willing to share start up expenses.

Call

354-8770

tor Mondoio or Rotor

any time

Puerto Rico Holiday
September 4-9, 1966

Full package price $250. per person
Includes:
Round trip jet
Hotel accommodations

Doris Kastorf

Photo by Ted Lawson

?

Eighth Bryn Mawr

BOOK SALE
Opens May 16,
at 5 p.m.
May 17-19,
at 10 a.m.

Meals

Tips and gratuities
Airport transfers

and much more

MEMORIAL HALL
Harvard Square

Cambridge
Thousands of
Good Books
BARGAIN PRICES

For full details and color brochure:
Leave name and address at McElroy
Post Office.
Please mark envelope:

PUERTO RICO HOLIDAY

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE
JUNIOR SHOW ORCHESTRA:
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who
worked with me in the Junior Show Orchestra. It was very
sad that sixteen weeks of work on our part had to be reviewed by one so ignorant of music. Regardless of what has
been published about you, I still feel, as does every sane
and sensitive person who heard us, that you were nothing
short of magnificent.
So to you, each of you, I want to extend my warmest
thanks and deepest appreciation. You made the Junior
Show what it was, and you have every right to feel proud
of that. It was a pleasure to work with you people, you who
gave me the happiest and proudest time of my life. Thanks
once again. Sincerely,
BURT PARCELS
Music Director, Junior Show, 1966

1966 sub rutin
will he distributed on
May 24, 25,26th, from 1-4 P. M. in

other dates and
McElroy 101
times will he posted on the door of the
Sub Turri room, McElroy 101
?

Please bring your deposit slips.
Deposits will not hold any books after June 3, 1966
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Women's Dorms Vol. II: Radnor Hall Revisited
In case some of this looks familiar,
The Heights published a set of pictures
about lighting conditions in its Feb. 18th
edition.
At that time it was pointed out that
the emergency staircase in the Radnor
Hall Dormitory for Resident Women at
9 South Street looked like the photo on
the left to the women who tried to use
the stairs in the afternoon.
The reason for this was that the
lights on the stairs were not turned on
until 6 p.m., and thus in the early afternoon a flight of stairs designed for fast,
emergency exit appeared as in the photo
in the left at 1 o'clock.
What The Heights did not state at
that time was that there was no light
bulb in the fixture when the pictures
were taken.
Since that edition, amid many official
statements on sincerity of interest and
genuine good will, someone has installed
a light bulb.
No one, however, has decided to turn
on the lights before 6 p.m.
The pictures presented here were
taken last Tuesday at 3 p.m.

Berrigan At BC
For Race Talks

CDSA Progress Report
Airs Need For Members

The Catholic Interracial Council has announced The Committee on Day Student
that it will hold a conference on "Christian Conscience Affairs presented a summary of
and the Ghetto Crisis" Saturday, May 14, in Bapst Aud- the year's activities and plans for
itorium. Highlight of the conference will be the keynote the future at its final meeting of
address which is to be delivered by Rev. Daniel Berri- the year last Monday.
gan, S.J., controversial editor of Jesuit Missions.
A group of thirty students in

Dorm Council Plans
Change In Structure

After Fr. Berrigan's address the
participants will be split up into
various workshops. Topics for the
morning discussions will be "Race
Relations in the Changing Par-

The Dorm Council has begun
ish."
work on a revised constitutional
Following a recess for lunch
structure in hopes of making itself more responsive to student Rev. Gilbert H. Caldwell, Chairman of the Boston Conference on
opinion.
The present system of corridor Religion and Race, will give a
representatives, termed unwieldy talk on the "Community Conflict:
by Council President Mike Mas- Search for a Solution." After this
tronardi, would be shelved in fa- talk, workshops will again be
vor of a house system. Represen- formed, this time for a number
tatives would be elected to sit in of different discussions. Topics for
a separate council in each dormi- these will include: "Affluencetory. The presidents of all the Problem or Opportunity for the
councils would sit in on an execu- Suburban Church," "Busing to the
Suburbs: Solution or Totenism,"
tive committee.
"Catholic-Negro Tensions in BosThe purpose of this new alignment would be to transfer more ton," "The Catholic Ghetto: Fact
Inner City Parauthority over their own affairs or Fiction," "The
ish," "Open Occupancy: A Christo the individual dorms. For intian Responsibility," "Povertystance, according to MastroThe Christian Dilemma," "Racial
nardi, each dorm would hopefully be free to arrange its own Imbalance in Catholic Schools."
social events and activities.
The plan is scheduled to be
ready by Sept. 1. It will be approved by the Dorm Council and
will be sent to Fr. Drury and Fr.
Hanrahan. With speedy approval,
the plan would take effect in FebThe A&S Honors Program reruary.
Several other Dorm Council cently announced the selection of
projects are in the embryonic Larry Breiner, a sophomore Hisstage. The big brother program tory major, as a participant in the
for freshmen may be extended to International Honors Program.
February. Also under considera- Tom Schmidt, a sophomore Libertion is a program of "recruit- al Arts major, was selected as an
ment" to be conducted during va- alternate.
The IHP, a group working out
cations by Dorm Council memof Princeton University, was
bers at high schools.
President Mastronardi charac- founded to combine the notion of
terized the Dorm. Council's pros- the college year abroad and the
pects for the coming year, in the honors program. It gives the honfollowing terms: "The biggest ors program student the opporproblems the Dorm Council faces tunity to participate in "crossare trying to improve its image cultural" comparative studies.
and strengthen its organization. Initially, there will be two exWe hope to get the strength perimental groups of students.
through the new house system The first group will leave in Sepand hopefully, things like the tember 1966 and spend approxinewsletter, the big brother pro- mately two months each in
gram, and other services will France, Japan, Israel, and Pogive it the image of a professional land. The students will be directorganization, not one that is hap- ed in their studies abroad by three
preceptors whose academic interhazardly run."

room is the major obstacle to the
program.
However, if the proposed coffee house in O'Connell Hall runs
into zoning law difficulties, Ryan
said, the project may have its
home.
It was also announced that in
the fall a comprehensive guide for
extra-curricular activities would
be ready for distribution. It will
contain the names and schools of
officers, time and place of meetings, a description of activities
during the past academic year
and plans for the future, plus an

objective evaluation of each activity.
Besides discussion of other
projects and planned social
events for next year, the main
topic at the meeting centered
around the Committee's need
for increased membership and

interest.
Lack of involvement by the
upperclass day students, according to Ryan, leaves only incoming
freshmen to swell the ranks. Consequently the Committee's officers will concentrate their recruiting efforts on them next fall.

Campus Groups Choose
New Officers For '66-'67
JOSEPH RYAN
Swell the ranks

The following campus organizations have announced their officers for the academic year beginning
next September.

Murray Conference Room heard
subcommittee reports on projects

The Robert Bellarmine Law and
Government Academy: President,
now under consideration.
John Hilbert; Vice President,
Concerning overnight facilities
Thomas Foy; Secretary, Raymond
for women, Chairman Joseph Considine; Treasurer,
James F.
Ryan reported that at present,
Dinneen.
"It doesn't look good." Lack of
The Boston College Connecticut
Club: President, Art Kelly; VicePresident, Rick Neumann; Secretary, Liz Connolly; Treasurer,

Soph Breiner Selected
To Study In IHP Group
ests are connected with the cultures of the countries to be vis-

ited.
Two of these preceptors are
Dr. Louis Nemzer, professor of
political science at Ohio State
University, and Dr. Michael Wood,
instructor of English and Comparative Literature at Columbia
University. The third preceptor is
yet to be selected.
The itinerary and the preceptors for the second group of students, scheduled to leave in September 1967, have not yet been
selected.
The curriculum of the program
will consist of three courses
drawn from the humanities and
the social sciences. Also, in each
country, the normal course plan
will be augmented by the use of
field trips, interviewing, interdisciplinary colloquia and independent study.

-

George Kyte.

Delta Sigma Pi fraternity:
President, Ricardo McKay; Senior
Vice - President,
John Hoyle;
Junior Vice President, William
Leahy; Secretary, Joseph Wood;
Treasurer, Steve Vozella; Historian, Robert Doherty; Chancellor, Dennis Reardon.

dent, Charles Benedict; VicePresident, Philip Steinkrauss;
Secretary, Joseph O'Leary; Treasurer, James Leonard.
The Humanities Magazine: Editor, Robert O'Sullivan.
The Journal of Business: Editorin-Chief, Terrence Dwyer; Associate Editors, John Hart and Anthony Tortorella.
The Sodality: President Ted
Stronach; Vice President, Pat
Gallagher.

-

The Sub Turri: Editor-in-Chief,
James Peters; Business Manager,
John Mannicelli; Managing Editor, Patti Lou Hanna.
Radio Station WVBC: Station
Manager, Ed Forry; Assistant
Station Manager, Mike McCarty;
The Dramatic Society: PresProgram Director, George Keltz;
ident, Stan Bowker; Vice-PresChief Engineer, Jerry Gripshover;
ident, Paul Lavrakas; RecordBusiness Manager, Frank Saliming Secretary, Carol Ann bene.
Fronc; Corresponding Secretary,
Alpha Sigma Nu, National
Stanislaus Mrozkowski.
Jesuit Honor Society: President,
The French Academy: Presi- Thomas Ormond; Vice-President,
dent, Robert Peccini; Vice-Presi- Leonard Doherty; Secretary, Jan
dent, Kathy Lopez; Secretary, Yutzy; Treasurer, Gerald LevinJohn Barry; Treasurers, Marie son.
Sturtevant and Vincent Murray.
Alpha Kappa Psi, Professional
The Fulton Debating Society; Business Fraternity: President,
President, Harry Attridge; Vice- Bob Leonard; Vice President,
President, Bob Halli; Secretary, Dick Kane; Secretary, Bob WallTina Thompson; Treasurer, Dick work; Treasurer, Jack Damico;
Sumberg.
and Master of Rituals, Bill ConThe Gold Key Society: Presi- nolly.

-

-
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Outstanding Cadets Given
Medals At Spring Revue
The outstanding ROTC cadets of the academic year 1965-66 were presented
with medals of recognition at the annual Spring Revue, held in McHugh Forum on
Thursday, May 5.
Cadet Commander of the Bri- for exhibiting outstanding scholas- sociation for achievement in the
military science program.
gade, Cadet Colonel James J. Ca- tic achievement.
saletto was given the Medal of He was also awarded the Medal Others receiving awards were:
the President of Boston College of the Boston College Alumni As-

Seated left to right: Robert Murczynski, Fr. Jolsen, George Kennedy.
Standing left to right: Thomas O'Brien, Hubert Walsh, Joseph Boyle,
William Deßernardis, Marie Steinlcrauss, Edward Bene, Robert MacDonald.

Five Cash Scholarships
Awarded CBA Students
On Monday, May 9, the CBA Scholarship trust fund
announced the names of the recipients of the grants for
the 1966-67 scholastic year.
Five awards were made to
members of the Junior and Senior classes of next year.
The criteria for awarding the
scholarships were financial need
and academic achievement.
Members of the class of 1967
who received grants were Hubert
M. Walsh, and Edward J. Bene.
Mr. Walsh's award was for $200,
and Mr. Bene's for $250.
Three of next year's Juniors
were given scholarships. They are
George W. Kennedy, Joseph M.
Boyle, and Mark A. Steinkrauss.
Mr. Kennedy was selected by
the trustees of the fund as beet
exemplifying the ideals desired

and was accordingly given the
top grant of $400.
Mr. Boyle was awarded $200,
and Mr. Steinkrauss $150.
Included in the donations received by the trust fund this year
was a contribution from the Kiwanis Club of Boston.
Representing the CBA trust
fund at presentation of the awards
were: Robert Murczynski, President; Thomas O'Brien, Vice President; William Deßernardis, Secretary; and Robert MacDonald,
Treasurer.
Father Jolsen, the Assistant
Dean of CBA was also present

Birth Control Programs
Petitioned By BC Profs
Two Boston College professors
have joined with the former Dean
of the BC Law School and a current professor of law at Georgetown University in supporting a
suggestion for Federally-sponsored
family planning programs.
Madeline Giguere, an instructor
in the Sociology Department and
Edward L. Hirsh a professor Jn
the English department signed a
letter issued by the Catholic Committee on Population and Government Policy.
Miss Giguere will be teaching
courses next year in Population
and in the Sociology of the Famriy.
Rev. William Kennealy, S.J. of
the B.C. Law School and Rev.
Dexter L. Hanley, S.J., of Georgetown Law also signed the letter,
containing Over 500 names of people who support the government
assistance for family planning
programs.

Fr. Hanley testified Tuesday before a Senate committee in favor
of family planning programs, but
emphasized at that time that he
was speaking for himself, "not
for my church or any of its leaders."
Earlier in the year Dr. Andre
dc Bethune, Acting-Chairman of
the Chemistry Department, testified before a Senate subcommittee which is studying a bill to
create offices of population problems in the State department and
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Dr. Bethune along with Prof.
Collins of the History Department,
also testified before the Massachusetts General Court on the bill
which Gov, Volpe signed Tuesday
permitting Massachusetts physicians to prescribe contraceptives
and pharmacists to dispense any
that are prescribed.

Cadet Maj. Paul G. Delaney;
the Medal of the Boston College
Athletic Association.
Cadet Lt. Col. Charles L. Callen; Medal of The Massachusetts
Society of the Sons of the American Revolution.
Cadet Lt. Col. Albert D. Alberi;
Silver Medal of The Ancient and
Honorable Artillery Company of
Massachusetts.
Cadet SMaj. John H. StGeorge;
Bronze Medal of The Ancient and
Honorable Artillery Company of
Massachusetts.
Cadet Maj. Robert B. Bowen;
Medal of the Massachusetts Chapter of The Reserve Officers Association of the United States Army.
Cadet Lt. Col. David A. DiMuzio; Commandery of the State of
Massachusetts The Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the
United States Silver Case.
Cadet SMaj. Dennis M. Ryan;
Medal of the Association of the
United States Army.
Cadet Capt. William A. Rambler; National Rifle Association
Medal.
Supeifior Cadet Decoration Awards went to: Cadet Col. James
J. Casaletto; Cadet SMaj. Robert
F. Cartwright; Cadet Cpl. Carmine Egidio; and Cadet Pfc.
Chester Roberts.
Medal of the Professor of Military Science Awards were given
to: Cadet Lt Col. Roderick T.
Dwyer; Cadet SMaj. Thomas W.
Cecil; Cadet Cpl. Richard A. Lyko; And Cadet Pfc. Douglas M.
Carnival.
The Society of American Military Engineers Marksmanship
Medal: Cadet Capt. William A.
Rambler.
The Washington-Franklin Medal of The Massachusetts Society of
the Sons of the American Revolution: Cadet Pfc. Mark L. Silbersack.
The Lewis Memorial Medal; Cadet SMaj. Dennis M. Ryan.
The Outstanding Cadet of'the
Battalion Ribbons went to Cadet
Pfc. Charles E. Wiles of the First
Battalion and Cadet Cpl. Robert
Roberson of the Second Battalion.

Miss Judy Piede-monti, a graduate student in the School of Nur*ing and past news editor of 'The Heights', recently announced
her engagement to Robert Gundersen, also a past 'Heights'
editor, who is presently \u25a0& first year student at BC Law School.

A Bird?... A Plane?..:
No! It's Supercar!

The Chrysler Corporation Turt car?a 1954 production model
bine Car will be shown at the BC Plymouth.
campus on Tues., May 17.
Subsequent road-testing of newly-developed
engines in later modThe Turbine Car will be on discars led to the present turbine
el
play at Fulton Hall and will, be
car, which is powered by the
hosted by Chrysler spokesmen company's 'fourth generation' engine. This engine is rated at 130
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
horsepower, equivalent in over-all
The appearance of the Turbine car activity to
a 230 horsepower
Car on campus is sponsored by V-8 piston engine. The turbine enCBA. A film-lecture presentation gine contains 80 per cent fewer
on the turbine will be given at parts than the piston engine and
3:30 p.m. Tuesday, in Fulton 412, weighs only two-thirds as much.
by J. Y. Gross, a research engineer from Chrysler's Gas Turbine
Laboratory. It is open to all fac(Continued from Page One)
ulty and students. The 15-minute
film describes the history and de- onomically disadvantageous to
velopment of the turbine at Chrys- anyone eating over fifteen meals
ler, covering the period from 1954 a week in the dining hall.
to the present. Mr. Gross will conThe coffee house proposed for
duct the discussion period.
O'Connell Hall should move closer
Highlight of the turbine ex- to approval this weekend; rephibit is the car itself. Also fea- resentatives of the sodality and
tured is a narrated display unit the Dorm Council will formalize
which explains the principle and their proposals for presentation
operation of the turbine engine to Fr. Drury on Monday.
and compares it with the ChrysThe idea's overwhelmingly favler lIEMI-426 cubic-inch high
performance engine. Included in orable response from the resident
community, with near-complete
the display are artists' renderings and a one-fourth scale, return of a preliminary survey,
three-dimensional model depict- is felt to be indicative of strong
ing far-future styling concepts. support.
Dorm Council and Sodality
Turbine research and developmembers
conferred this week with
Chrysler
goes back to
ment at
World War II with the develop- Circle, a downtown coffee house,
ment of a turbo-prop engine for and of the Newton zoning board.
the Navy. Extensive automotive Response to the inquiry favored
application studies began in 1949. a folk-rock weekend program balIn a year when 250,000 AmeriChrysler road-tested the anced by i. quieter Thursday-andcan college students will partici- In 1954turbine-powered
passenger Sunday discussion atmosphere.
first
pate in community service projcomprehenects, the need for a
sive critique of project opportuniAttention: Seniors Going To
ties is ever apparent.
"Scope," a publication of the
Medical School
United States National Student
The Nikon Medical MicroAssociation, under a Ford Founscope is guaranteed for 25
dation grant, attempts to fill this
years. (So please don't wait
need.
until ?
daY Mon
»** yours.)
The magazine includes listings
buy
classes
to
organizations
of 123 service
with
Be compulsive and write us
thousands of openings.
nj at
m
now for our brochure. You'll
There is something for almost
Sf
learn what to look for m your
II
collegian,
every service-minded
microscope.
whether it be on a local, statewide, or national level. Many religiously affiliated groups are inthi nikon sh Micitoseon
cluded.
1252 Massachusetts Ava.
i
Anyone interested in obtaining
,M,8
6
Harvard Square
"Scope" may do so by writing to
U
«T Sfudent Dultr,
? andJ
Nikon
~"
?,?
USNSA, 2115 S Street, N.W., Washon.of th. world's largest I Cambridge, Mass. 02138
ington, D. C, 20008.

Coffee House

New Scope On
Service Work
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Saul Alinsky:

Profile Of An Organizer
Joseph
by

Check

Poverty, discontent, frustration, and anger are the elements by which he
makes his living. But out of chaos he often brings organization. "The City of
Rochester," he has said, "has a lot to learn. The most important lesson is that
people don't get the opportunity or freedom or equality or dignity as a gift or
an act of charity. They only get these things in the act of taking them through
their own efforts. Nearly every American city needs to learn the same thing."
And Saul Alinsky has spent the
better part of 30 years teaching
this lesson to cities throughout the
country. His work in Rochester,
N.Y. is but a recent result of a
campaign for community organization that began in Chicago's
back-of-the-yards district in the
19305.
Alinsky was trained in Sociology
at the University of Chicago, but
he early discarded academic
knowledge for an active involvement with labor unions and their
organizational activities. With the
aid of favorably impressed backers, one whom was financier Marshall Field, he started the Industrial Areas Foundation, a school
for grass-roots community organ-

izers.
These organizers help in creating a power bloc where before there existed only disparate,
in effective groups. The base of
the new organization is usually
centered in the churches and
their ministers. Block clubs, social groups, and rights organizations also play a major role
in determining the scope of the

creatures

rial answer to this he has said,
"If we are working in a Community, and the policies of that
organization are attacked as not
being in accord with "moral principles," the accusers should not
look to us for an explanation or
a defense.
They should go to the churchOften the areas involved have es, the businessmen, all the orbeen declared slums or semi- ganized forces in the community
slums and the local government in question because the policies
wishes to tear down existing under attack are theirs, not
structures to build high rent aours." But it is the power tacpartments on the land.
tics that Alinsky has formulated
This leaves the former residents in his years as a "professional
with no place to live, since they radical" that usually get results
cannot possibly afford*' the new for the groups that employ his
apartments, and also disrupts lAF.
their family and social lives, The lAF serves as a training
which are to a great extent neigh- ground for local leaders and also
borhood centered. The solutions to
turns out professionals who are
these problems usually lie in influencing the Establishment to employed by community groups.
Alinsky's viewpoint is that, "Acchange its plans.
The forms that Alinsky uses to tually, we cannot organize a comchannel this influence have often munity. The community does it
Essentially what we
been criticized, usually by the Es- itself.
people to organize
is
the
get
do
tablishment.
They tell us
Alinsky's rough-and-tumble tac- themselves.
going to do, and
what
are
they
tics have often been called irresponsible and immoral. In par(Continued on Page Eight)
community's problems and the
methods of solution.
Generally, the problems the people face fall in the same general
areas. In lAf-aided projects in
both Chicago and Detroit, a large,
public university bordering on the
community wished to expand at
the expense of local residents.

. ..

. .

.

As I See It:

The questionable state of social
functions at Boston College has
recently been brought under heavy
discussion. This is not a recent
development by any means; the
pages of The Heights have echoed
student dissatisfaction with the
situation as long as one can remember.
Most recently, the seniors have
brought under fire both Senior
Inter-class Council handling and
Administration rulings on the upcoming CommencementBall. Also
The Heights Forum has been the
medium for several writers to decry the lack of a recognizable BC
social life.
The current controversy be-

gan as a result of a proposal
by Howe McCarthy and Peter
Gately to scrap the present system and institute a Social Commission to oversee next year's
events. This commission, they
say, will improve BC social life
by handling events more professionally thus insuring both
social successes and financial

successes.
This problem is a very real
one. The present system has not
achieved a high degree of either
type of success as a general rule.
However, at least to this observer, it is unfortunate that the
Campus Council has chosen to devote such attention to a social
commission while ignoring the
greater problem of the entire social atmosphere at BC. But they
have begun, and perhaps an analysis of the present system and
the proposed change would help
explain the situation.
As it now stands, universitywide social events are run by
various organizations on campus.
These events consist mainly of:
several fall and spring mixers,
victory dances after home football

The Social Commission

games, the Mardi Gras Ball, Win- always elect conscientious people
ter Weekend Concert, Freshman and because they are generally
and Sophomore proms, Junior inexperienced in running social
Week, and Senior Week.
events.
The mixers are generally run
The present proposal now being
by the Campus Council with the considered by the Campus Counexception of the Orientation Mixcil would place a Social Commiser handled by the Dorm Council sion at the pinnacle of eventand a mixer given to the Lay sponsoring structure. Its purpose
Apostolate. Victory Dances are would be "To promote consistent
sponsored by each of the three and high-level social activities for
upperclass Inter-Class Councils, the student body." (proposal
the Gold Key and the Sub Turri. text)
(K. of C. also in alternate
The Social Commission would
years). The Senior Inter-Class have a central treasury formed
Council puts on both the Mardi
from the funds of the present InGras Ball and Senior Week. The
ter-Class Councils and their share
Junior Inter-Class Council puts
of the Activities Fee for next
on Junior Week; the Sophomore year. It would be responsible for
Council, the Sophomore Prom,
the calendaring of all social events
the Freshman Council, the by organizations and would assist
Freshman Prom. The Winter them
with advertising chores and
Weekend Concert is run by the
advice. The Social Commission
Council of Resident Men.
would also be empowered to put

It is the Inter-Class councils
that are the primary bone of contention. They consist of four elected members from each college
(Nursing and CBA class officers
double as Inter-Class Council
members, but A&S and Education
elect Council members separately). The Inter-Class Council for
each class has its own treasury
consisting of profits from previous
events and their share of the
Activities Fee.
There are several problems that
are inherent in this situation:
First, the treasuries are sometimes not sufficient to meet the
heavy demands of entertainers for
deposit fees, especially if the class
has a financial failure or two.
Second, having so many different
organizations

running

events

sometimes leads to conflict (eg.
the Count Basic problem earlier
this year). Third, there are numerous personnel problems due
to the fact that classes do not

committees" would be selected by
the class president in each college from his officers (he could
appoint himself and one other officer). These steering committees
would make the major decisions
in regard to their functions and
the Commission would be charged
with executing them. However,
the Campus Counail would be

by Michael Egger
what "disputes" could arise between steering committeesand the
Commission. If the steering committees are autonomous, how can

the

Commission

dispute

with

them? How can this subcommittee
of the Social Commission stand

on equal grounds with the Comrtfission?
And behind all of this is the

on additional social functions "as
it deems fitting." It would hope
to eliminate the problems surrounding agents and entertainers
by using one agent for all events
until he should prove untrustworthy or incompetent.
Photo by Ed Amento
The Social Commission as
And Howe it might be done.
now proposed would further
complicate an already complex charged with deciding "disputes" most basic question of all: Is this
bureaucracy. It would consist of between the steering committees proposal the beginning of a solution to the present morass of BC
twenty-four members. The four and the Social Commission.
In some ways, this system social life?
officers to be appointed by the
It would seem that the CamCampus Council, and the other would be an improvement. But it
twenty members selected by the will not end all the problems, and pus Council should first concern
Senates. None of these students perhaps it has its own structural itself with this basic problem.
could be in student government faults. For example, there are Most people will admit that BC
in any capacity. The Nursing enough organizations on campas social life is not the "collegiate"
Senate would appoint three (at present the Gold Key and the social life that they would hope
members, Education
five, K. of C.) who are seriously conto have. Will a Social Commiscerned with their own and other sion be the first step toward a
CBA
six.
six, and A&S
The Commissionwouldhave four organizations' autonomy to war- complete revamp, or will it be
rant a more precise statement of another
spiraling bureaucracy
subcommittees possessing "autonthe limits of the proposed Comthat will eventually have to be
omy" to run Senior Week, Junior mission's projected power.
swept away before BC is to
Week, Sophomore Prom, and the Furthermore, there is the unexactly
come of age?
Freshman Prom. These "steering resolved difficulty as to
?

?

?
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Room 102, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167. Entered as second class matter at the Boston,
There
simple
however,
are,
two
Massachusetts, Post Office.
policy changes which I feel would
greatly increase the fairness of
Magazine Stand
this procedure. The first would be
to institute a policy that would be To the Editor:
as liberal as humanly possible in
As you may have noticed, the
During the past semester we have elemental as a "social function" have regards to a senior's getting into magazine stand has not been
through the Heights Forum presented a been arrived at.
a course in his major which he opened lately. Several people
continuous series of articles which were admissions policy which determines the feels he needs to best achieve his have asked when it will open
again. The answer is that it will
designed to freely and openly discuss complexion of the student body. While educational aims.
the problems confronting the Boston Colsecond
not open again, at least not this
The
concerns
itchange
admittedly
this is an
difficult facet of the
lege community and to present what we, university with which to deal, nonethe- self with the registration of non- year.
the editors of the Heights, felt were posless, it is obvious that the present sys- majors on the fourth day. It I would like to emphasize the
sible solutions to these problems.
tem of placing emphasis on CEEB doesn't seem fair that a Sopho- fact that our decision to close
Throughout this series we have emscores, rank in class, and principal's rec- more, fulfilling a social science the magazine stand does not mean
phasized that most of the changes we ommendation coupled with a lesser em- requirement or electing an Eng- student initiative is doomed to
phasis on students with special interests lish course, could rob a Senior of failure. We were not forced to
recommended in these areas could be implemented with a modicum of effort and is inadequate to deal with the goals of a his last chance to take a course close because of uncooperation on
which, although not in his major the
university today.
time. In fact, most of them could be repart of the administratkm.
alized next fall if the Administration is
It cannot be denied that the admis- field, he nevertheless considers What forced us to close was unwilling to grasp the immediacy of the sions policy has advanced significantly vital.
cooperation on the part of our
situation'and act accordingly.
within the past ten years but we feel I propose that there should be major wholesale distributor.
With this the final Heights of the that it is now time for a decisive redefi- a special registration for seniors
semester, we bring the Forum to a close nition of admissions criteria in terms of only on the morning of the fourth As you may remember we first
for this .year with a discussion of the university goals to place greater stress day with other undergraduates opened while' the newspaper
many. Also an exact definition of powon racial, religious, economic and geo- electing their non-major courses strike was still on. Our major
in the afternoon and on the fifth distributor had told us that he
ers of the body and even something as graphical diversity.
could not add any new delivery
day.
stops during the newspaper strike,
This won't make a bad system
but
had not promised us that as
good, but it will make a very imsoon
as the strike was over he
perfect system a little less imperbegin regular delivery. As
would
critifect.
vestigalcd
conjunction
proposal
The
of a Social Commission
in
with the
you may remember we asked for
Sincerely,
by Peter Gately and Howe McCarthy at cism being levelled at him by one area
pick
college.) Perhaps the central calendaring
F. Meleedy student volunteers who could
Michael
meeting
organization
an open
of
heads
up the magazine in town on TuesA&S, '67
agent could be recomwas one of the most significant attempts and using one
days or Thursdays until the newsnext
year.
mended
for
in memory on the part of student govpaper strike was over. The reHowever, such a sweeping change as
ernment to grapple with a real BC probsponse to this request was not
Many
Thanks
Social Commission would
lem area. Their proposal had many good the proposed great
very great, but we were able to
amount of study. The To the Editors:
points that would improve the present necessitate a optimal
manage to find someone to pick
question of
structure has not I would like to express my up
situation which many find inadequate.
the magazine most of the time.
been resolved to the satisfaction of thanks to
and
Heights
especialthe
Undeniably, the centralization of the many.
When the strike ended we
ly to Features' Editor Philip Dilooked forward to getting deliverInter-Class council's treasuries into a
Thus we feel that before the Campus Belardino
for
fair and, in fact ies. The distributor stalled, until
central system would place these peoCouncil undertakes such a great struc- kind review histhe
of
Junior show, it was finally apparent that he
ple in a somewhat better position to bartural overhaul there should be a thorgain for entertainment. Similarly, the ough investigation of the problem. This Camelot.
had no intention of beginning deDespite the poor choice of a liveries to us this year. With the
ideas of a coordinated event-calendaring study should examine not only the advissystem and a single agent for the univerability of a social commission and its na- difficult and overly grandiose approach of final exams and prerae good. (However, the college ture, but also the entire scope of BC script, Mr. Dißelardino gave the registration it became impossiJuniors credit for a good job done. ble for us to find anyone to pick
social life.
agent now being considered should be inHe might have pointed out inad- up the magazines regularly so
equacies in many areas (e.g. that we had no choice but to fold.
scenery) but chose to judge the
production as the best job the I hope that we will be able to
begin again next year. Our disWith the advent of summer it would of the entire housing business. This, as Junior Class could do, even to the tributor has promised he will depoint
saying
of
that
it
was
the
seem appropriate to reiterate a few was stated previously in the Heights,
liver then. However, I don't have
points concerning the women's dormiwould allow the university a decisive best student production present- much faith in his promises. At
campus.
ed
on
tories.
voice in determining exactly what imany rate, if he cooperates we
Although there have been consideraprovements will be made in the dorms The Junior Class deserves will continue to service you next
praise, admiration and imitation year.
ble and welcome changes in such areas and the dormitory system.
as off-campus housing and marriage reAlso, should this reformed basis for for its courage in attempting
Sincerely,
strictions, and although the Dorm Counadministering the women's dormitories such a show and doing such a
Paul Bail
cils have been legitimized and given a be instituted, it would open the possibil- good job.
focused structure, the actual conditions ity of women eating under a single, stanThe Heights and Mr. Dißelarwhich exist in the women's dorms have dardized system, such as Saga.
dino deserves thanks, admiraremained sadly the same.
But, perhaps the easiest, and yet the tion and imitation for their cour- The Features Editors
It seems to us that this summer most neglected avenue of improvement, age in being truthful in reviewwish to thank all those

MICHAEL RAHILL

Business Manager

Dear Sir:

The Admissions Policy

Social Commission

Girls Dorms Revisited

would be an ideal time to improve the
physical plant.
For instanct, the administration
should investigate the feasibility of the
college assuming direct financial control

that of the uniform repair and renova- ing the production.
tion of the interiors of dormitories could Those members of the Junior
be effected this summer without any Class who felt the review unoverhaul of the financial controls kind or unfair obviously either
through proper administrative pressure. didn't read the review or com-
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A Statement From The Editors
In regard to the article "What's Good for GM
is Good for RC", which appeared in last week's
Heights, the editors wish to state this article was
not intended to reflect on any single person. Unfortunately, many readers construed the article as a
for this we are sorry.
personal attack
That the article appeared under a psuedonym
was due to an irresponsible breach in policy by the
editors. The policy of The Heights is that all opinionated articles will be accompanied by the author's by-line.
?
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The Heights Forum:

ADMISSIONS POLICY: Millstone of Provinciality or Tool of Future Diversity?
by Dennis McCarthy
tive in the late 1950's to get the there is an evident time lag be- the factor of diversity to the back- dations are major factors in adbest students possible, the Admis- tween refinement in admissions ground. After all, one could con- missions policy. Moreover, no one
sions Office canonized rank in policy and concomitant student ceivably obtain the prescribed suggests that these be
class, College Entrance Examina- awareness of those changes.
quota of talented students from Far from it, these predictors will
tion Board scores, and principal's
Now the crucial question is: the confines of the Northeastern become even more sophisticated
recommendation as the creden- What additional criteria will be Corridor, running from Boston, when anchored more firmly in the
tials for entrance into "the Cath- used to broaden the traditional through New York City, to Wash- total human condition, as it were.
But the components of that humolic college on the make."
set that includes rank in class, ington.
one
could
meet
the
And
also
largely
paid
principal's
off,
scores,
has
CEEB
and
an condition must be recognized
policy
This
talent quota by limiting one's effor Boston College can emerge blessing?
and explicitly integrated into adThe Admissions Office is keenly forts to the white population, in missions
with some chips in any admispolicy.
sions game of CEEB poker. Al- aware of this problem and sug- terms of race, and the Catholic
vexing
question thus beThe
though critics continued to ques- gests that the possession of spe- population, in terms of religion.
(25
March)
community
spiritual
But if admissions policy is inti- comes how to determine the best
tion this set of criteria as an cial skills (musical, athletic, fordramatic,
and scrutinized facilities on our "open sesame!" to academic ex- ensic,
journalistic) mately related to the goals of Bos- "factor mix" for admissions policampus (29 April and 6 May). cellence, the Admissions Office should be considered. The precise ton College, the time has come to cy. The priority of factors is obAnd a far more imaginative pres- employed them to a significant composition of the bottom quarter re-define admissions criteria in viously the final preserve of the
extent in order to gain access to of the class appears to be of spe- terms of university goals that evientation of "what Boston College the pool of academically-talented cial
admissions office, but an inducconcern at this time. These dently place greater stress on retragically is not" appeared in the
laudable,
racial,
high school seniors.
considerations are
but ligious,
and geographical tive examination of the Boston
April First issue of this paper.
of the "numCollege student body reveals the
the
era
inadequate.
diversity.
However,
But even in that unusual April
game" is allegedly fading,
only for the
deny that ranks in following disturbing features.
bers
If
one
searches
No
one
will
Fools issue one basic problem was
and administrators claim that best students, one must relegate class, test scores, and recommenThere are very few Americanoverlooked. Reduced to simplest
born Negroes at Boston College, a
terms, what accounts for the composition of the student body at
fact which besmirches our claim
Boston College? The explanation
to be universal or truly catholic.
for that composition has tradiIf one limits admissions criteria
tionally been summarized in the
to rank in class and CEEB scores,
term "admissions policy."
one will probably guarantee the
Though the question may be put
succinctly, the answer is fragperpetuation of that scandal.
mented into many pieces. For the
There are very few students here
term "admissions policy" means
who were born as non-Catholics
different things to different peoor non-Christians, a fact which
ple. To the university administramocks our assertion of intellectual
tion it is a bundle of techniques
the
and religious cosmopolitanism.
advancing
goals
for
the
of
school by importing the right kind
There are very few students
of student.
here from"the other America;"
few students here are really poor.
To university alumni, educated
A scholarship policy that attaches
perhaps in an earlier era When
more weight to rank in class and
changing policies were more acciscores?the prestige factors
repredeliberate,
it
CEEB
dental than
?than to genuine financial need
sents a link between the present
may be responsible.
generation of students and the old
guard, a built-in guarantee that
Moreover, there are relatively
the present generation will befew students here from west of
come the old guard not only in
the Appalachians. Now geographname but in outlook.
ical diversity may not appear too
important to those who were born,
To the students themselves it is
raised,
most
remote
and educated in the "Aththe least vital and
ens of America" or thereabouts.
element in their existence at Boston College. What transpires in
But it stands to reason that if
Gasson Hall as the midnight oil
Boston College really desires to
continues to burn baffles, perplexconstruct a national network of
es, and even prompts students to
connections, it must cultivate that
"We'd better wait 'till the line goes down"
treat admissions policy in much
network through admissions polithe same fashion as they would
cy. For example, how many stuanswer invitations to eighth-grade
dents from the Deep South do we
reunions.
have at Boston College? I venture
The history of admissions policy
to suggest that there are probably
very few.
would perhaps have justified that
by Allan Y. Cohen, Ph.D., Robert Dreyfuss and Frederick Chapman
lack of concern until the early
Finally, the question of ethnic
it
all,
19505. After
was "them"
continues to haunt us. Our
origins
The use of drugs?from mari- in the quest of increased awareAlthough LSD is not a physicalagainst "us" and the ivy-covered
of this question in "The
analysis
Here
the
ness and enlightenment.
ly addicting drug, one can become Uncertain Trumpet" appears apbuildings on the other side of the juana and amphetamines to LSD,
statements of Avatar Meher Baba attached to the
Experiences aris- propriate in this context: "As a
Charles were more representa- DMT and peyote?is now a major
tive, at least in the eyes of some, controversy. Psychedelic or "con- are pertinent.
use,
from
its
and one gets matter of fact, the assiduous culing
Baba is a non-sectarian spiriof an atheistic humanism than of sciousness-expanding" drugs can
to
it
in increased tivation of mediocrity in all areas
tempted
use
tual Master?living now in India
an opportunity for dialogue.
provide experiences so impressive ?who is acknowledged East and doses, again and again, in the stems logically from an unrefined
But the climate shifted imper- and profound that more and more
vision of the Christian intellectual
West as the authority on higher hope of deeper and deeper expericeptibly. Our vision was broad- people are looking to them as the states of consciousness. (For one, ences. But this can only lead to experience?a defect based on patened; student applications in- most immediate and effective way U.S. psychedelic spokesman Dr. madness."
terns derived from the worst ascreased markedly; and so did the to deepen personal insight and ex- Richard Alpert recognizes Baba's Our experience corroborates pects of Irish Catholicism."
physical set-up, at any rate, of the pand
mastery in this field.)
awareness.
Baba's statement: drugs of any We don't argue for any sort of
admissions office. Whereas in
That these experiences are imWhen consulted about psyche- kind inevitably become a blind al- Irish program at Boston College,
days of old the deans of each pressive is a
well-established fact delics, Baba replied: "The experi- ley for self-fulfillment. To rely on for that would entail our own decollege handled acceptances sepawith us; we have actively fol- ences which drugs induce are as external means is to ignore one's struction. What we do suggest is
rately, a centralized, autonomous lowed drug research from its earfar removed from Reality as is a inherent capacity to realize his that our ethnic base be broadened
office has directed overall admis- liest roots and are thoroughly fa- mirage from water. No matter own greatest potential.
on the practical level of admissions since the early 19505.
(Editorial Note: Allan Y. Co- sions policy, not just in theoretical
miliar with the enchantments of how much you pursue the mirage
And as the 1950's came to a almost every facet of psychedelic you will never quench your thirst, hen completed requirements for a "talk-ins" on the future of Boston
close the organizational structure indulgence. Searching for lasting and the search for Truth through Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology at College that seem to be the thing
of the admissions office was re- positive value, however, we con- drugs must end in disillusionment. Harvard in 1966. He was closely to do in 1966.
fined even more. Different men cluded that drugs constitute only Many people in India smoke associated with the early psycheAll these factors?rank in class,
were assigned to the tasks of fi- a subtle escape from the con- hashish and gunja?they see col- delic research of Richard Alpert CEEB scores, interviews, recomnancial aids, recruitment, etc. In scious effort that eventually must ors, forms and lights and it makes and Timothy Leary and has tak- mendations, special skills, race,
this manner the striking increase be made.
them elated. But this elation is en psychedelic drugs over thirty religion, geography, finance, and
in the number of applications
Although drug enthusiasts fre- only temporary. It gives only ex- times. Robert Dreyfuss, who re- nationality?should be seriously
was met.
quently turn to Eastern philoso- perience of illusion, and serves to ceived his B.A. in English Lit- examined and moulded into an adClosely related to the organiza- phers and spiritual teachings for take one farther away from reali- erature at B.U. in 1965, and Fred- missions policy that will fit the
tional development of the admis- metaphors to describe and justify ty. The feeling of having had a erick Chapman, who will receive future of Boston College as a cossions office was the increasing so- their psychedelic experiences, no glimpse of higher states of con- his A.B. from Harvard in June, mopolitan university that nourishphistication of selection criteria. authentic teachings or guides have sciousness may only lull one into have also both had extensive ex- es diversity in fact as well as in
Prompted by a presidential direc- even sanctioned the use of drugs a false security.
perience with these drugs.)
theory.

In "The Uncertain Trumpet"
Heights, 11 March) we declared that "a partial solution to
these problems is to break the
constricting cycle of mediocrity
through far more imaginative admissions and faculty hiring policies."
Some of the problems sketched
in that initial article have been
analyzed in some depth in succeeding articles that examined the
(The
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Drama Review:

Chekhov's Ivanov

by Stan Bowker

Ivanov may be highly significant as the first play of Anton Chekhov, but
unfortunately it can not be judged for its academic interest alone. As drama fails
miserably.
The production which recently
opened in New York displays all
the wit and polish one has come
to expect from Sir John Gielgud,
and indeed Gielgud's directionand
his excellent performance in the
title role may be the only excuse
for this revival at all.

her -questions, and he replies,
"Please don't ask me any questions, I don't want to speak." And
when he does speak, he hisses
"Will you please stop your preach- "Jewess", and tells her that she
ing?" The same demand might will die within a year.
properly be directed at Chekhov.
As far as the performances are
concerned, it may be said that
The play Is contrived, artificial, occasionally even trite. they are uniformily excellent.
The basic problem is that we John Gielgud did about as much
don't know enough about Niko- as was possible with an extremely
sterile role. It might be said that
'lae. He may be perfectly justified in his suicide, but if this like the major character, the play
is true, it is only because he could never make up its mind,
has told us so. The playright and is in the last analysis unmust tell us too much because worthy of the talent Gielgud
spent on it.
the characters are not develMidway through the second
scene Nikolai's wife enters with
her doctor, a hypocritical young
meddler, and she says to him,

Basically the play concerns the
middle aged Russian land owner,
Nikolie Alek Seivetch Ivanov, who
finds himself at the end ,of his
rope. He is unable to pay his
debts, he finds he doesn't love
his wife (who is dying of consumption) and he discovers that
the whole atmosphere of his oped enough to carry the play
themselves.
country home is "suffocating".

The daughter of a friend falls
in love with him and this only
adds to his problems. His wife
dies and preparations are made
for his new marriage, but in a
moment of insight he sees that
he can't take the chance that the
same thing would happen to his
new marriage as it had already
happened to the old. Instead of
risking his new bride's happiness, he kills himself.

Check:

Chorale Review:

"Evening of Music"

It is almost as if we presented
a fait accompli at the beginning
of the play. Nikolae doesn't
change. He is as broken in the
first scene as he will ever be.
There is no possibility of hope and Climaxing a demanding season
hence, there is no possibility of with a smash, the Chorale pretragedy.
sented a diversified, exciting
"Evening of Music," May 8 at
Nikolae is too weak to merit Roberts Center.
pity. In a pivotal scene with his
wife, she demands that he answer The program was selected and
assembled for the specific purpose
of pleasing the audience, combining Bach and Rodgers, Handel
and Bernstein with a stimulating
dose of Peloquin. The concert was
overwhelming success, a trian
the necessity of the community
itself controlling the organization, umph of nostalgia and appreciafinancially and personally. Out of tion, technical skill and artistic
the convention comes a commu- emotion.
Charpentier's Laudato Dominity-tailored plan of action on spenum opened the evening on a
cific grievances.
The aim of the program is to grand scale. A Handel Sonata
for Flute was played expertly
make the community residents realize that they are capable of by soloist Deborah Bessonney.
solving
their own problems
To complete the Baroque sesthrough the power of organization. sion of the concert, the Chorale
With this in mind, it is easy did an excellent job in rendering
to see how Alinsky would be op- Bach's "Sleepers Awake" in the
posed to such vast Federal en- choral-sound adaptation of the
deavors as Sargent Shriver's pov- Swingle Singers. This was defi-

Profile
(Continued from Page Five)

work out ways of doing it. All
we do is get them started."
But in "getting them started,"
Alinsky often leads the poor in
attacks painful to the existing
power structure. Time magazine
has said that, "When he is invited into a community, usually
by Protestant and Catholic clergymen, Alinsky immediately declares war on the powers that
be,
."
While this may be overstating
the case,, it is undeniable that Alinsky guided groups have picketed and boycotted merchants,
camped out on the lawns of high
public officials, and pestered slum
landlords in their own supposedly
inviolate upper-income neighborhoods.
But the thing that, above all
others, impresses itself on one
who studies Alinsky's method is
that it gets results. In communities that public officials have written off as incurably apathetic and
perenially crime-ridden, the lAF
has forged alliances and found
leaders.
In making the local residents
do the actual work of organization
and protest for specific demands,
Alinsky assists at the birth of a
new community spirit. And in
groups such as TWO (the Woodlawn Organization), the community has continued to work constructively after the lAF has
moved on.
The non-profit lAF has assisted more than fifty communities to date, and in each case

.

.

Alinsky's trained organizers follow the same guidelines that
made the lAF's first major venture, Chicago's now famous
Woodlawn project, such a suc-

cess.
After they are called in by a
community, several lAF workers
contact various community groups
and leaders and draw them together. When the groundwork has
been laid, a community convention is held.
Alinsky's method emphasizes

Photo by Ted Lawson

An orchestral solo

erty program. Alinsky objects
that government funds come from
above and take little cognizance
of the personal initiative or spe-

cific needs of those below who
supposedly are being "helped."
His criticism of the administrative programs and their "buying
off" of the local leadership is both
frequent and harsh. In turn, government officials have had things
to say about Alinsky, few of them
good.
However, Alinsky has developed a very tough hide through
years of organizing. Despite

by
lar affinity to the American composer.
Rafael Deguzman highlighted
the Porgy and Bess Medley. Deguzman was especially powerful
in his execution and emotion.
The Chorale did their usual
best with "Edelweiss" and
"Climb Every Mountain" from
Rodgers' Sound of Music, and
Bernstein's West Side Story. Although Peter Canty got off to a
few bad starts in singing "Maria" he did an adequate solo.

The last presentation of the evening, besides being the most envigorating and lively, provoked a

John

Golenski

new feeling for liturgical music
with its grandeur. Before conducting his own composition, Song of
Daniel, Dr. Peloquin engaged the
audience in a delightful monologue about the Song, the condition of liturgical music, and some
personal reflections on the "oldtime" songs.
Terrence Dwyer soloed as cantor, while the Chorale and members of the band completed the
components necessary for presentation. Moving in its splendor, the
Song of Daniel was the most elevating and stimulating piece of
the evening.

nitely the most technically perfect
presentation in the program. The

delicate harmonies and intricate
counterpoint were beautifully
wrought, affording the audience
either an exciting introduction to
the music of the Baroque master
or a new listening experience
through this unique adaptation.
John Trapani gave an astounding demonstration of ability, power, and stamina in performing
Haydn's Concerto for Trumpet.

Marshalling in the operatic
era, the male Chorale danced
through Sullivan's "March of the
criticism from many sides, and
Peers."
praise from many more, Alinsky and his lAF continue to
Philip Martel, the Chorale's accompanist, soloed three Gershwin
bring power through organization to troubled communities Preludes. The pieces were finely
who seek their aid.
executed, revealing Phil's particu-

Career Opportunity
College graduate with high I.Q. who has
leadership background. Must be ambitious,
self confident, have imagination and be interested in people. Also must desire individual independence and accept challenge
of an opportunity to earn an annual income
in excess of $ 15,000. All inquiries confidential. Application may be obtained by writing P.O. Box 270, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

"

.

.

a stimulating

Photo by Ted Lawton

dose of Peloquin."

UNDERGRADE ATTENTION
SENIOR GRAD STUDENTS

who plan to rent an Apartment in
N.Y.C. this Summer or next Fall
Apartment Masters, a New York based
renting system will select the apartment
rent and roommate (if you so desire) that
best meets your requirements. The selection
is done by computers. You are guaranteed
an apartment in one of many choice neighborhoods, with extremely reasonable rents.
If you wish to select a roommate, you will
have a choice of a college educated person. You must act fast before exams end.
Contact: JOHN SILVESTRO
862-5430, between 6:30-9:00 P.M.
for an application or for
further information.
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LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS
Ever To Excell
"Ever to Excell" is the Boston
College motto ?and this year's
Junior Class Show surely made
every attempt at just that. Unfortunately Phil Dißelardino

dis-

agrees.

Now it is not his review of the
show which has caused me to
write this letter that was his
opinion and he's entitled to that?
but rather it is to his conception
of what a Junior show "should
be"
"the Junior show has
always meant a witty fun-filled
evening in a skeleton storyline
allowing characters to supposedly
flub their lines with the skimpiest scenery money couldn't buy."
I am sorry to say that this type
of attitude is indicative of too
many activities on campus?"Let's
have a good time and to hell
with the performance".
I applaud the Junior show, if
not for what it did do, then certainly for what it attempted to
do. Anyone with any concern for
the arts or with any self-pride at
all, should be sick over the con-

.

stage, and what with the new
Fine Arts Center on its way, we
should be realizing that there is
more statisfaction and enjoyment
in pride, than there ever can be
in "flubbing our lines".
John C. Trapani Jr.
A&S '68

?

Reimbursement

To The Editor:
Last weekend was "Prom
Weekend" for the Class of '69.
The administration's limitation to
one school-sponsored event, however, stifled its meaning.
On their own initiative, five of
the A&S '69 officers brought the
"Saints and Sinners" of New
York fame to a Saturday night
"69 Bash" in the Hotel Bradford.
These five students entered into
a contract for the "69 Bash" in
order to truly fulfill the "Prom
Weekend" theme. Any profit to be
derived from a sellout would have
gone to the freshman treasury.
The 178 couples really enjoyed
themselves, but not the five men
stant halfhearted, "good-time" who suffered a $200-$250 loss from
productions so frequently seen, their own pockets.
heard or both.
As a member of the class of
We are past the amateurish '69, I'd be ashamed if the class

..

50 College
Students
EARN UP TO

$5000

This summer
plus compete with fellow students for

$15,000

.

in cash scholarships

$75,000

awarded to date
One student can win>from several hundred
up to $3000 in cash' scholarships plus share
in thousands of dollars weekly incentive
awards. Male students only.
Work in resort areas. Plenty time off for
golf, tennis, swimming, dancing, etc., plus
win yourself an all expense paid holiday. You
will be working in the related fields of product identification and sales. International
firm rates AAA I Dun & Bradstreet.

did not make up the loss of those ing, or Campion as well as Bapst nation, cannot be maintained by
who spent their own funds, not and St. Mary's).
the fact that it is a church. Like
S. G. Surette
for personal gain, but a better
everything else in this world, it
Freshman Weekend. If we want
does take money.
entertainment at BC, we can not

let these five go in debt for our
Attack
St. Ignatius has provided a sensibenefit. There should be a collec- To the Editor:
ble schedule of Sunday Masses,
tion to reimburse them.
The Boston College Community which B.C. dorm students seem to
David Mortimer CBA '69 can
continue to throw barbs at the find particularly convenient; at
Gothic edifice down the street these masses they have only to
("What's Good for G.M. is Good wear the clothes they wore in the
Religious Spirit
For R.C."), but unfortunately the dustbowl. What then do they wear
To the Editors:
minds of those who direct opera- at the masses on campus on SunRecently an article appeared in tions there seem as impenetrable day? (A little common pride
the Boston Pilot (4/23/66) con- as its stone walls. I am sure that should be a requirement for adcerning Catholicism as a dis- there are people at B.C. who, if mission.)
tinguishing factor between Catho- they thought that Sunday Mass at
It is true that St. Ignatius is
lic and secular colleges. The St. Ignatius represented the full- in a well-developed community
statement was made that this ness of liturgical expression,
but it is unfair for Mr. Tetzel to
factor was weakening and there- could scarcely muster the strength suggest
that its doors are closed
fore becoming less and less a or the desire to continue making
to outsiders, (for, don't the dorm
characteristic of the Catholic in- a stab at full participation in the students go there?).
stitution.
Eucharistic sacrifice.
The distorted picture Mr. Tetzel
Although education is the priFortunately there are other asmary purpose of any university, sembly places of the People of has painted of this parish and the
a religious spirit and the oppor- God which exhibit a spirit of attack he has made against it is
tunity to exercise such a spirit is poverty, brotherly concern, open- highly unfair. Thus, it should be
a worthwhile contribution also. mindedness and magnanimity reconsidered in a more practical
Every BC student must have more compatible with that of light.
E. W. Marks
weighed the benefits of this ele- Jesus Christ. Surely in time it will
ment prior to admission; other- rub off on St. Ignatius.
wise, they would never have
Sincerely,
chosen Boston College over any
Marguerite Parmelee
Heights' Features arother university.
Grad. A&S
Here at the Heights, however,
is there a "liveliness" in the
not necesChristianity? Whether or not
Defense
there is, it's not getting to many
sarily represent
To the Editor:
of the students. I think it is safe
a Catholic and a student of
As
to say that there are more stuopinion the EditorB.C. I'd like to know what right
dents playing card in Welch CafeMr. Tetzel has to attack St. Ignateria than there are attending
tius Parish in such an outspoken ial Board.
Mass at Bapst or St. Mary's.
manner.
My point is this. If the Mass
A church, regardless of denomiis a vital part of the Catholic
students' religion, why place the
opportunity for attending Mass
at the far end of the campus?
If "ever to excell' is a motto
and not just a slogan, perhaps a
more centralized facility will be
is proud
announce that
arranged (such as Fulton, Cush-

ticles do

the

of

The Villaggio Italia
to

SIMMER
JOBS
AVAILABLE

Your earnings could run
from $100 to $1000 per week

in comm. and bonuses. Students accepted
after free 4-day executive training program
may continue part time in the fall with possible earnings in excess of $200 per week.

Flat Monthly Salaries

available to qualified students. However,
you had better hurry and set up your personal appointment.
Ask for MR. J. C. DuPONT,
Suite 702, 330 Stuart St., Boston, Mass.
Tel. 426-5162-^426-5163
In Providence: Cell Mr. G. Wells, Tel. 421-1185

Manpower Inc. the world's
largest temporary help organization has summer openings for
thousands of college men. You'll
be doing healthy and interesting
general labor work at good pay.
Call or visit .the Manpower office

in your home city. We're listed
in the white pages of the tele-

phone directory.

MANPOWER
?m m

OFFICES TDHUGMUT TUf

WOUtB.

JIMMY and the JADES
will be appearing at the
Villaggio Teen Club this summer.

I

Villaggio Italia
Route 23A, Haines Falls, N.Y.
Tel. (518)589-5000

WANTED:
25 CAMPUS LEADERS
FOR NEW TECHNICAL
MARKETING PROGRAM
Requirements: All disciplines considered (including
math, business, economics, Industrial Management or
English), top third of class. Demonstrated leadership
qualities, business oriented, strong desirefor marketing
management after completion of our one-year Merchandise Marketing Program, district sales assignments and
7-10 years management orientation.
Potential Salary: $18,000 and up.
Interested? Act Now. Send resume to Mr. M. W. Hopfe,
Merchandise Marketing Program, General Electric Co.,
Building 2, Room 704,. Schenectady, New York. Only
25 men will be selected. Candidates who successfully
pass initial screening will be invited for interviews
immediately.
>»«

GENERAL®

ELECTRIC

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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BC Boasts Top DP Combo
By BELL McDONALD
Associate Sports Editor

Anderson and Riley. No
juggling team, though they
may look it sometimes. It's
no dance team either,
though they have good
moves. Tom Anderson and
Fran Riley are the shortstop and second baseman,
respectively, of BC's very
successful baseball nine.
Anderson, captain of the
'66 Eagles, attended BC
High and is now an English
major in the School of Education. Tom played third
in high school but switched
to short at the Heights. So
far this season, Anderson
has hit at a .286 clip in
GBL play with a .302 average in overall records.
An alumnus of Cambridge Latin, Riley played
second and pitched in high
school, sticking to second
base while at BC. Fran is
also in the School of Education, majoring in mathematics. The leading hitter
on the team, Riley has hit
.435 in league play, .460
overall, with two triples.
Anderson and Riley have
played as a team since their
freshman year at BC and have
become one of the more effective double-play duos in the GBL.
Speaking of the GBL, both men
pin all BC's hopes on Thurs-

Tom Anderson

Fran Riley

(Continued on Page Eleven)

BC Finishes Eighth
In Sailing Tourney

STUDENTS?
DAN CONNOLLY
Boston College, in its own way, is a very interesting university as far as athletics are concerned.' We have our student-athletes who are
purported to be just that?students who have an
interest in athletics, not athletes who happen to
go to school here. As a group, I have found, the
athletes at Boston College could provide a very
good project for the psychology department or the
sociology department.

This is not intended to reflect on the Athletic
Association?they are doing a terrific job in attempting to organize and execute a comprehensive, campus-wide program for all students. What
I am concerned with is the activities and attitudes of the athletes away from the athletic
fields. This is not a problem that must fall on
the Athletic Association, for, needless to say, the
activities of the student-athlete when not directly
engaged in athletics is the individual student-athlete's responsibility.
Whether we want to admit it or not, the Boston College "student-athlete" (and I use the quotation marks with just cause?there seems to be
some question about the student part when applied to some) acts as though he were in a "big
time" athletic school similar to those in the
South, Midwest, and Far West. It doesn't take
much effort to pick them out?shoving in line
ahead of people who have been waiting for a
considerable time, shuffling across campus in
their sweater-tie-levis with the wingtip shoes, refusing to bus their trays in the caf, or meandering
on the upper campus in shower thongs and gray

"T" shirts.
in general, inhabits the snack bar
This
from opening to closing in shifts of from ten to
fifty. They seem to find better things to do at
night than study?like playing the radio at one
level (loud), talking at one level (loud), and living
in general at one level (loud).
group,

There are athletes who fit the true "studentathlete" picture, and many of them, at Boston
College. But the vast majority of athletes, particularly those associated with football, fall into the
category outlined above. It is a shame, but when

The Tufts University sailing while BC was eighth overall
team
came from nowhere to score with 83.
thinking about the Boston College athlete the pic- an upset victory in the New Engture of the majority is taken as the absolute by
The real surprise of the tournaland Dinghy championships held
the greater number of students.
ment
was the dismal seventh
at Edgewood, Rhode Is'and last
place finish for the host team,
It is hard to say whether, when recruiting an
weekend.
University of Rhode Island.
athlete, such a large percentage of "personaliBoston College, which was rated
ties" must necessarily be included. It is hard
an underdog in the event came
to say what should be done with these same
"personalities" when they fail to take into con- in ninth in Division A and sixth
B competition.
sideration the entire student body in their actions, in Division
Sailing
It
is
for
the Eagles in the
say
why
the
hard
to
even some of
time.
these "personalities" should be permitted rule first group were Kevin Killea and
bendings with circumstances that are not extenu- Daniel Cronin. They were able to
ating enough to permit similar rule bendings for amass 36 points.
Provident Mutual agents are
the more normal student.
In B competition, Steve Hurley
given a solid grounding in the
and Richard Aiello compiled 47
professional approach to life
It seems hard to fit these "fun" type "person- points.
selling. They're
alities" into the idea of a Boston College that is
Combined totals found the wintrained to be thorough, to make
primarily a university, if this is what we wish to
Jumbos with 113 points,
recommendations that fit into
project to the public. There should definitely be ning
an overall financial program
a re-evaluation on the part of the individual athtailored to tht client's Individ*
letes who give this impression as to why they feel
ual requirements.
they are here. I hope they are having fun, be7 days a week.
cause it is a long haul for quite a few of the
Our brand of service Is pretty
All equipment supplied.
people that are forced to put up with their
personal, too, and we come
pranks and antics.

HiHilffl
insurance

Scuba Diving Classes

But you can't teach an old dog new tricks;
end of observation on the Boston College "student-athlete."

*****

There seems to be so much shuffling of managers and coaches lately; I have a new idea?
why not get Ralph Houk to manage the Celtics,
Bill Russell to manage the Canadiens, Toe Blake
the Chicago Bears, George Halas to manage Cas-

. ..

sius Clay, and Angelo Dundee gets the Yankees.
Most people probably wouldn't notice any difference for a month. . It has been a very enjoyA few
able year for athletics here at B.C.
things come to mind: our guaranteed
football season, a second, great N.I.T. basketball
team, John Austin Night, John Cunniff's comeback, the comeback of the hockey team to make
the ECAC's, "Snooks" 400th, the baseball team's
unexpected good season, the fine work of AllAmerican John Fiore and sophomore Jim Kavanagh (wait until next' year and see what Jim
does?probably win the Boston Marathon just for
laughs)
My thanks to Eddie Miller, Mr.
Flynn, and "Snooks" Kelley for the great year.

...

AY 2-5818

Male Summer School Student
desires roommate to share three
room furnished apartment near
Hofbrau. Your share $65 for June
& July?August already paid for.
Call 277-4318

STUDENTS desiring part time income positions now available as
survey workers in Waltham area,
no selling and guaranteed hourly
rate plus piece work.
For details contact:
MR. HATTER, 891-8630

WILDERNESS
CANOE TRIPS

By Registered Main* Guides.
Writ* for folder:
ALLAO>ASrI RMION TOPS
OOHHAM. MAIM

by thatnaturally. The Company
we represent, despite its size,
still has a reputation for
serving its policyowners in an
individual way.

Let us show you how Provident
Mutual proTeTsionalism goes
hand in hand with personal
service.
Peter Gately '67
Michael Kinsella '66
Joseph Raffaele '66

1 PROVIDENT
MUTUALaaVH LIFE

INtUHANCI COMPANY OP PHILADELPHIA

a century of dedicated service
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Kavanaugh Paces Track Team
In Big Victory Over Huskies
Last Saturday the Boston College track team got ready for
Sunday's meet with Holy Cross
by defeating the University of
Connecticut 85-64. Led by Jim
Kavanagh, Larry Jeffers, and
Paul Delaney, the Eagles took an
early lead and stayed well ahead
throughout the meet.
Jim Kavanagh was the big man
for BC, scoring 16 points with
three first places and one third.
Jim won the discus, shot put, and
hammer, and Bob Hyland was
third in both the discus and shot
put. Kavanagh's third place was
in the high hurdles, where he finished right behind teammate Brian McNamara, who was second.
In the javelin Ed Hockenbury
took second with a toss of

170'<4"

and Dick DeLeonardis

was third at 1613". Dan Cunningham also had a good day,
winning the pole vault and taking thirds in the broad jump,

high jump, and triple jump.
In the running events, Larry
Jeffers was the key man for the
Eagles, winning the 440 in 50.0
and the 220 in 22.1. BC swept the
first three places of the 440, with
John Lyons second and JoeKopka
third. Harry Fish was second to

STATISTICS
HIGH JUMP. Matson-UC, CorleyUC, Cunningham-BC
6'
BROAD JUMP, Matson-UC. Normant-BC, Cunningham-BC
22' Vi
JAVELIN. Bohman-UC, Hockenbury-BC. DeLeonardis-BC
1803"
TRIPLE JUMP, Matson-UC. In\u25a0rams-UC, Cunningham-BC
4T6"
POLE VAULT, Cunningham-BC,
Tannen-UC, Hindle-BC
116"
DISCUS. Kavanagh-BC, BirdseyISZ'10"
UC. Hyland-BC
?

?

?

?

?

?

TWO MILE, Conley-BC, Coss-UC,
O'Brien-BC ? 9:39.6 Zaikowski-BC,
440
HURDLES.
CoDelandUC, Clawell-UC ? 55.6
HAMMER. Kavanagh-BC, Yuen-

Jeffers in the 220 and also took
a second place in the 100 yard
dash. Paul Delaney won the mile
and then came back to win the
half mile an hour later in 1:57.5.
The mile was another sweep
for the Eagles, as Mark Sherwood finished second and Mike
Conley third. Conley also won
the two mile, and Clint O'Brien
was third. Richie Norton was
second in the half mile, and
Chuck Zaikowski won the 440
hurdles in 55.6.

Chanowski and Sibelian were
the other all-victorious doubles
team with a 6-1, 64 triumph in
Worcester and a 6-3, 6-1 showing
in Providence. Jack Semar and
newcomer Pete Gingrass provided
the other doubles victory at Providence.
A practice match with Brandeis
scheduled for last Wednesday was
postponed due to the rain on Monday which forced a similar postponement of a regular season
match for the Judges.

The first victory for the new
Tennis Club came last Tuesday
when they topped Providence College, 6-3, in Providence. Last Saturday, though, they lost on the
last doubles match to Holy Cross,
54.
John Chanowski and Alex Walsh
continued in top form as they remained undefeated. Chanowski,
playing good clutch tennis as number one, defeated Captain Ken
LaVine of Holy Cross, 7-5, 7-5, and
Kevin Phelan of Providence, 64,
6-4. Walsh had little opposition
HOLY CROSS 5, B.C. 4
while disposing of Bill Connolly
Singles:
Chanowski. 8.C.,
and
Bill defeated KenJohn
LaVine, 7-5, 7-5: Dick
of Holy Cross, 6-1, 6-0,
DiGeorgio,
defeated Bill MeaWatterson of Providence, 6-2, 64. kam, 6-4. 6-2:H.C..
Alex Walsh, 8.C.. de6-1, 6-0.

UC. Birdsey-UCKavanagh-BC.
1699"
WanaSHOT PUT.
gel-UC, Hyland-BC
505"
Jeffers-BC,
Fish-BC,
Mc220.
Guire-UC
22.1
880. Delaney-BC, Nortan-BC, Boh- itable as the shuffled lineups beler-UC
1:57.5
120 HURDLES. Copeland-UC, Mc- gan to provide points.
Namara-BC, Kavanagh-BC
14.9
MILE, Delaney-BC. Sherwood BC, and Walsh teamed as the number
Conley-BC
4:30
against
440 DASH, Jeffers-BC, Lyons-BC, one team to win 64, 7-5
Kooka-BC 50.0
against
6-3,
Cross
and
6-2
Holy
McGuire-UC,
DASH,
YARD
100
Spinelli-UC
10.2
Fish-BC.
Providence.
RELAY, UC
3:25.4
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

The Eagle Frosh did not do as
well as the varsity, losing 76-72.
There were a few bright spots
though, as the Eagles swept the
high jump, broad jump, 100, and
220 yard dashes. John Bacon won
the high jump and the 100. John
Casey won the 220, and Bill Doherty won the broad jump. Dennis
O'Brien was second in the mile
and third in the half mile. Bob
Bastille won the 440 hurdles and
was second in the 120 high hurdles.
Randy Snowling won the 440 in
51.4.

Tennis Club Notches
Win Over Providence

Captain Bill Meakem finally
hit the winning column in singles competition when he topped
Kmil Martineau of Providence,
4-6, 6-4, 6-3. The Club found the
other singles matches too much
for them while dropping seven.
The doubles were far more prof-

feated Bill Connolly.
Art Johnson. H.C.. defeated Ken
Pat Clancy. H.C.,
Sibelian. 6-3, 6-4:
defeated Jack Semar, 7-9, 6-4, 6-3:
Bigliami,
H.C.,
Louis
defeated Mike
McCarthy. 6-3, 6-0.
Doubles: Walsh-Meakem defeated
LaVine-Johnson, 6-4. 7-5; ChanowDiGeorgiodefeated
ski-Sibelian

6-1, 6-4; Connolly-Bigliani
defeated Semar-McCarthy. 7-5, 7-9,
6-3.
Clancy.

B.C. 6, PROVIDENCE 3
Chanowski defeated
Kevin Phelan. 6-4, 6-4: Bill Meakem.
8.C., defeated Emil Martineau. 4-6.
6-4, 6-3; Alex Walsh, 8.C., defeated
Bill Watterson, 6-2. 6-4.
Brian McMahon. P.C., defeated
K«n Sibelian, 6-4. 1-6, 6-2; Mike Tudino. P.C., defeated Jack Semar.
4-6. 6-0. 6-2.
Charlie Hadlock, P.C.. defeated
Pete Gingrass, 6-2, 4-6. 6-1.
Doubles: Meakem-Walsh defeated
6-3, 6-2: ChanowMcMahon-Phelan.
defeated
Wattersonski-Sibelian
Martin, 6-3, 6-1: Semar-Gingrass defeated Patterson-McCoy. 6-3. 6-2.
Singles: John

BC Stops Tufts,
But Bows To BU
By

BOB MARTINO

Boston College fell behind in its
bid for the Greater Boston League
Crown as it wrapped up a decisive victory over Tufts yet lost
an all-important game to BU.
Behind the pitching of Senior
Ed Foley and the timely hitting
of Tom Anderson, Fred Prifty and
Fran Riley, who came up with
two, three and two hits, respectively, Boston College rolled over
Tufts by a score of 11-1.
In addition to striking out thirteen, Foley gave up five hits and
chipped in with two hits himself.
The game, which was played
at Alumni Field, Medford, was
one of the longest of the season,
as progress was delayed several
times due to the adverse weather

conditions.
The story of the game came in
the second frame when the Eagles
came up with a five run burst.
This victory gave BC a 9-1 overall record and a 5-1 league record.
Heights Photo by Frank Fernino
Saturday, however, saw the
it struck by Jim Kavanaugh as he uncorks a complexion
STATUESQUE POSE
of things change as
discus throw which enables him to take first place in the event against
the Coach Ed Pellegrini's forces
UConn's Huskies last Saturday.

...
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Omaha?

Reid Oslin

It's time for the selection of teams for the 1966 NCAA baseball tournament, and Boston College will be a prime contender
for a bid.
The NCAA divides the nation into eight sectors, and New
England has been designated District 1. The selection committee, made up of three coaches from teams compering in that
particular area, has the option of choosing one, two or four
teams to play off for the right to represent the District in the
nationwide tournament to be held in Ohama, Nebraska in June.
The only automatic selection for the District 1 playoffs is
the Yankee Conference champion. At this writing, Massachusetts, Maine and Connecticut all have shots at the YC crown.
However, only one team from the league is allowed to participate in the playoffs, and no matter how good the record of the
second place squad may be, only the champion will go into the
NCAA tourney.
One or possibly three other teams will be chosen, and here
Boston College rates an odds-on chance of selection. The committee generally has taken the Greater Boston League champion,
but more than one team from the Hub may be chosen.
Such may be the case this year. Northeastern looks like it
may hang on to capture the GBL title, but BC will probably,
have a better overall record. At this writing, the Huskies are
unbeaten In league play, but have lost four independent games.
Boston College is sporting a 9-2 record.
Also under consideration for NCAA invitation will be Colby
College of Maine and Brown University of Providence.
No date has been set as yet for the District 1 playoffs, although they are traditionally played during the first week of
June. They will probably be held at Fenway Park, as has been
the case in the previous two seasons. Prior to that, they were
held at Springfield's spacious Pynchon Park, but since there is
no professional team operating in Springfield this season, they
will most likely not be there.
Boston College's last appearance in the District 1 tourney
was in 1963. At that time, the Eagles dropped two straight games
to Holy Cross to be ousted from the double elimination round-

robin.
The big moment in BC tournament hiistory was in 1961 when
the Eagles won the local playoffs and went on to Omaha. They
won their first game out there, beating Oklahoma 1-0. They
bowed to Minnesota the next day by the same score, but came
back to meet Southern California, the eventual champion, in the

semifinals.
Bill Niemic, the boy from Chicopee who -could throw every
pitch in the book, was pitching for Coach Eddie Pellagrini. The
Eagles lost the heartbreaker to USC in the 10th inning as Bill
Cunis, the current BC freshman coach, was cut down at the
plate trying to score the tying run.
It is interesting to note that the pitcher who beat BC that
day was Bob Wolfe, who now plays for the Pawtucket Indians
of the Eastern League. Wolfe was the winning pitcher last season as the "Little Tribe" beat the parent Cleveland Indians in
an exhibition game.
ODDS AND ENDS
Calvin Murphy, the schoolboy
basketball phenom from Norwich, Conn., has finally decided to
Murphy holds every major Nutmeg
attend Niagra University
State schoolboy scoring record, including a total career scoring
mark of 2,193 points
He had scholarship offers from over
200 colleges
Steve Dalkowski, the pitcher tabbed by all
the pro scouts as a "can't miss", has
he was released this
week by the California Angels organization
the fireballing
righthander worked 995 minor league innings and struck out
1396 batters
he also walked 1354
If you have a
chance, get into Fenway Park to see George Scott play
after
years of mediocrity; the Boston fans and press finally have a
new hero
and it's no wonder, either, when he swings, he
doesn't just hit the ball, he hurts it.

.
...

.
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suffered a 5-1 setback at the hands
of visiting Boston University.
Ron Girolimon pitched a sixhitter and overcame a valiant effort by a determined BC offense
by throwing the Eagle forces off
stride with a series of curve balls
and changeups.
Hero of the game was BU's
Howie Neild who cracked a tworun homer in the ninth.
BC had an opportunity to come
back with one out in the ninth
and two men on, but Girolimon
struck out one pinch hitter and
got the other out on a fly.
Mickey Amick and Bill Kitley
starred for BC with two hits
apiece and an RBI for Kitley.
BUI O'Brien took the loss for
the Eagles.
The loss was significant in the

fact that it dropped BC into a
5-2 league record and ruined the
Eagles' chances for catching
Northeastern, which
is presently sporting an undefeated
slate.

...

.

.

Combo...
(Continued from Page Ten)
day's (yesterday, actually) game
with Northeastern. "If Harvard
and us can beat Northeastern,
then well be tied for the championship," Anderson said. "But
the big game is Thursday."

If, Heaven forbid, BC lost yessee still a good
chance of the Eagles being picked
terday, both

for the NCAA Division 1 playoffs.
"We have a real good chance.
Our record is 9-2 record now,"
Riley said. "They usually pick the
teams before the Holy Cross series. If we win the four games before then, l?--2 is not a bad record." According to Anderson, BC's
record is the best in Division 1
right now.
When asked about student support for BC baseball, Anderson
felt that it had picked- up in
the years he had been here, but
could be better. Riley Just felt
that it could be better
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BC Tennis Club Enters
New England Tournament
By DAN CONNOLLY
Sports Editor

The courts of the University of Massachusetts are the setting this afternoon
as the Tennis Club makes their first attempt at a big tournament?The New England Championships.

Meakem

Walsh

The Club will enter four players
in singles competition with two
doubles teams also taking part in
the two-day meet.
In the singles, undefeated John
Chanowski, who has been playing
outstanding tennis lately, will carry most of the club's scoring in a
meet that includes some of the
best competition in the country.
Others in the all-sophomore crew
are Captain Bill Meakem, Alex
Waslh and Ken Sibelian. Walsh
is the other club member undefeated this season in singles competition.

meat. There are 14 teams entered
and Meakem hopefully looks toward a first division finish.
Among the favorites in the
event will be Harvard, Dartmouth, Vale, Trinity and Amherst. Other entries are Providence, Holy Cross, Stonehill,
I"Mass, Fairfield, Brandeis, MIT
and University of Rhode Island.
Four boys will be seeded in the
tournament, and these will probably be a quartet of Harvard
players. The Crimson has top
players on their squad, as they
have been playing all winter at
the Yard's indoor courts, plus a
two-week long trek to Florida in
February for Southern competi-

..

In the doubles, Meakem will
team with Walsh and Chanowski
with Sibelian. The latter tandem has been impressive of tion.

Heights Photo by Frank

Farnino

AROUND AND AROUND WE SO
and Jim Kavana'ugh doesn't stop
until he unleashes a long hammer throw in competition against the UniScoring in the New Englands versity of Connecticut in a track meet last Saturday at Shea Field.
late.
The draw for opponents was will be on a point basis, with one
held last night and Meakem feels point given to each team for each
that the Club should score with a match competed in, and two points
little luck in their first big tourna- awarded for each victory.
Chanowski

Sibelian

Hopes Are High
For Golf Title
Today, the final day of competition in the New England Intercollegiate
Golf
Tournament,
marks the end of the season for
the Boston College linksmen.
The Eagles, who won the Greater Boston championship earlier
in the season are rated as one
of the top teams in the competition at the Portland, Maine Country Club.
Much of BC's success, however, will depend on the playing
of team captain Jim Kehoe. Kehoe has been playing outstanding golf all season long, and
another good series for him
could mean a championship for
the team.
Last Tuesday, the Eagles fell
victim to both Providence and
Holy Cross by identical 4-3 scores
in a double tournament at the
Pleasant Valley Country Club.

NCAA Baseball Bid Is Goal
As Season Nears Completion
Five games remain on the Boston College baseball schedule for
1966, and they will be very important in determining any BC
activity in the District 1 NCAA
tournament.
Tomorrow, the team travels to
Amherst to play the Jeffs in a 2
p.m. game. Amherst has beaten
Tufts but has little else to show
in the win-loss column.
Tuesday, the Eagles return to
Shea Field to entertain the Providence Friars at 4 p.m.
BC has already beaten the Fri-

Frank Riley and Fred Prifty
have continued hitting well for
the Eagles and the addition of
first baseman Tom Sarkesian to
the roster has given the club some
much needed power.
If BC can win all five games,
it will give them one of the best
records in New England and a
good shot at the NCAA District 1
playoffs in June.

ar nine, 5-1, but Providence is

always dangerous. In their most
recent outing, Providence lost a
doubleheader to Colby.
May 19, BC will oppose Brandeis in Waltham. The Judges
are the doormat of the Greater
Boston League, and losses by
such scores as 30-11 & 27-9 to
teams such as MIT and Harvard bear out this point.
Wrapping up the regular seaPart of BC's lack of success is
son
schedule will be three games
course,
due to the long PV
which
one member of the BC team with Holy Cross.
rated as the longest he had ever BC will be the home team to the
Crusaders on May 28 (4 p.m.) and
seen.
June 10 (3:30 p.m.) and will be
in Worcester for a 2 p.m. contest

lagrin!. Both hurlers have 4-1
records and low ERA'S.

Oops...
Due to an error in last
week's Heights, ft was reported that there would be
no junior varsity hockey
team at Boston College next
year.
There will be extra lines
which will practice with both
the varsity and freshmen
teams and will play a regulation junior varsity schedule.

...

DRAG BUNT
down the first
base line is executed by BC's Ed
O'Neill against BU at Shea Field in
last Saturday's game.

Players from these reserve
lines will drees for varsity
games on a rotating basis.

Months of hard practice by the
Boston College track team will
come to a climax in the next
week as the Eagles meet Holy
Cross in Worcester on Sunday and
then compete in the New England
IC4A's the following Saturday.
This year the New England's will
be he'd at a new sight?BC's allweather tartan track.
Against Holy Cross, the Eagles
will be out to avenge last year's
defeat by the Crusaders. John
Fiore and Jim Kavanagh will
give BC many valuable points in
the hammer, discus and shot put.
Bob Hyland also is counted on to
get his share of points. Mike Conley and Paul Delaney give BC
strength in the 880, mile, and two
mile.

Harry Fish and Larry Jeffers
will run the sprints, and Joe
Kopka and John Lyons will compete in the 440. Mark Sherwood
and Richie Norton give the team
depth in the 880 and the mile.
Tom Duffy, the Holy Cross track

coach, says he will win every running event. The team, however,
believes it can win, although that
means beating such runners as
Bob Bartolini, John Collins, Kevin
Callahan, and Chris Shea.
In the New England's, Coach
Bill Gilligan will be depending on
these same performers to come
through and give Boston College
the team title. With the Ivies
Brown and Harvard, who previously beat BC, out of the meet
due to the NCAA 1.6 ruling, BC
Billy Norris, the greater Bosstands a very good chance to win
ton mile champion, is the Eathe meet. It will be held on Saturgles top hope for running scores. day, May 21, at Alumni Stadium.

Prifty Named Winner
Of Unsung Hero Award
Baseball player Fred Prifty was
named the recipient of the Heights
Unsung Athlete Of the Year Award at the annual breakup ban-

on June 4.
Ed Foley and Bill O'Brien will
handle most of the starting assignments for Coach Eddie Pel-

Holy Cross Is Next
For BC Track Squad

BC varsity baseball squad for the
last three years. As a sophomore
third baseman, he hit .350 and
led the team in runs batted in.

Prifty went into a slight slump
quet Thursday night. Making the
choice were former editors Moke last year, but has come back
strong and presently is one of the
Pados, Hank Steadman and Jeff
leading hitters on the club.
goes Jim Muth.
OVER THE TOP
Kavanaugh as he races his way to
While at Boston English High
Prifty, a senior in CBA, has school, Prifty hit .600 in his
a third place finish in the 120-yd.
been one of the mainstays of the senior year, outdistancing Bobhigh hurdles against UConn.
by Guindon (now with the Red
Sox organization) in that de-

...

1966-67 Hockey Schedule

Nov. 30?Yale
Dec. 3-Boston U.
Dec. 7-at Brown
Dec. 10?at Princeton
Dec. 13?at Boston Y.
Dec. 16, 17, 19-Boston Garden
Tournament
Dec. 27?McGill
Jan. 3?at Northeastern
Jan. 6?Clarkson
Jan. 11?at Harvard
Jan. 14?Colby
Jan. 28?at Colgate
?._,?,,.

_.

Feb. I?Cornell
Feb j_at R-P-I

.

. _ .

partment.

He reportedly received several
bonus offers to play pro ball, but

-

Feb 9 Bmaput (Northeastern)
'
?
at Boston
Garden
Feb ' I St ' Laurence
°Feh 13?Beanpot Final at Boston Garden
Feb. 16?Providence
Feb. 22?at Dartmouth
Feb. 25?at Army
March I?Northeastern
March 4?at Providence

-

turned them down in favor of a
football scholarship to BC.
After two years with the grid
squad, Prifty decided to devote
full time to baseball.
At the end of his sophomore
season, Prifty played ball for
Sturgis, North Dakota in a midwestem semi-pro circuit, fully
recognized by the NCAA.

